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Barnegat Lighthouse in 1972. Photo by Wm. Coxley, courtesy of Robert Lewis.

The Saga of the This was as true in  1856 when an ear- the northern and southern  ends of Long

Barnegat Lighthouse
lier tower toppled into the sea, as it was Beach Island "Barnegat," meaning "Inlet
when  I visited Barnegat lighthouse  in of Breakers."
1989 and discovered a new multi-million There is evidence, from ships' logs,

By: Don Clark France dollar project was underway to improve and other sources, that a shore light of

\AVI strategic locations along     the base of the tower. Barnegat Inlet as far back as the late
aintaining shore lights at the inlet, and bolster the supports around     some sort existed on the south shore of

lt   the coastlines of the The beautiful red and white light- eighteenth century, but history has left
middle-Atlantic states house still proudly towers over the vaca- no accurate description of this aid to nav-

has always been difficult. tion community of Barnegat Light, igation.
The Atlantic coast is in which had been named Barnegat City More specific information is available
a constant state of flux. until recent years. After nearly 140 years about the structure which was erected in

Inlets to protected interior waters possess     it is still a monument to man's ability to     1834, and financed  by a congressional
a natural tendency to work south. There- imcorporate beauty and grandeur into a appropriation of $6,000. It was a fifty foot
fore the frequently perilous state of "Old structure of practicality. Furthermore, it tower, built of brick and painted white,
Barney," as the Barnegat Lighthouse on     is a symbol of man's willingness to work     or more likely, whitewashed. The tower
Long Beach Island in New Jersey was tirelessly and give generously to preserve was erected some distance from the inlet
nicknamed at some point in the dim past,     for the ages what he perceives as a worth- and showed a fixed or steady white light
cannot be separated from the natural while legacy. from a whale oil fueled lamp. In 1855 the
antics of Bamegat Inlet. They may be Barnegat  was  the name given by light was updated with the installation of
compared  to an incompatible married Dutch explorers of the mid-seventeenth a Fresnel lens.

couple. century. They named both the inlets at
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Early in 1856, the lighthouse keeper's       -  f the $60,000 Congress budgeted n arnegat lighthouse successfully
house and tower were destroyed by the R   for the project, one quarter of r, served its intended purpose  from
sea. The keeper at that time, James 0...  the expense  was to purchase an      JLJ its commissioning, throughout the
Fuller,  had  the  builders  of the temporary exquisite   1 st order Frenel  lens manufac- nineteeth century,  and  well  into  the  sec-
wooden lighthouse incorporate living tured in Paris by Henry Le Paute. It con- ond decade of this century.  In  1889  a
quarters  into  the  base  for his family. The sisted  of 1,024 prisms set  in a brass frame sprawling two-story, triplex lighthouse
old lantem was salvaged and used on the      six feet in diameter, fifteen feet in height keeper's dwelling was constructed  at  a
temporary wooden tower. and weighing three tons. Amazingly,  it       cost of $12,000.  It was a handsome struc-

Plans were begun immediately for a    was so ingeniously balanced that it could     ture with wide porches, and except for
new lighthouse. Officials searched for an      be set in rotation by the pressure of a finger. the hotels, it was the grandest building in
ideal site and finally chose a location a The lighthouse tower itself is no less a Barnegat  City, far surpassing  even  the
quarter of a mile from the inlet. They marvel. General George Meade, who most ornate summer cottage. It was
believed it would be far enough distant would a few years hence distinguish him- destroyed by an encroaching sea in 1920.
from the ocean to preclude damage from      self as a Union military officer during the The beach front began to recede early
erosion, and still adequately mark the Civil War, was the overseer of the proj-    in the twentieth century. During  the
hazardous inlet through treacherous    ect. The workers dug deep into the sand, winter of 1918-19 conditions became
Barnegat, or "Sea Dog," shoals,  as they some reports say to a depth of thirty feet hazardous and destructive to private
were sometimes called. The term, "Sea to build the foundation. At the base, the property.
Dog Shoals," relates to the seals which brick cylindrical walls were ten feet Back in 1916 two stone piles had been
occasionally wintered on them. thick, gradually diminishing to a thick- dropped onto the beach in an attempt to

It  is not uncommon  to  see  any  of the        ness of 18 inches  at the top. stem erosion of the beach. One was
years 1857, 1858 or even 1859 associated Some sources claim that a single iron placed  to the east-north-east  of the
with completion of "Old Barney." None     pipe was embedded in the center of the beach, the other pointing toward  the
of the claims is completely incorrect. The foundation and reached to the base of the northwest. These piles quickly sunk. Two
deed for the purchase of the original ten lens platform. This seems unlikely. If any conflicting philosophies about effective
acre  parcel is dated  July  1,  1857. Work foundry  of the period  had the ability to protection  of the beach front properties
probably began promptly, but this was a      make  a  160  foot  long  pipe, no vessel emerged. The natives and long time sum-
mammoth undertaking  in an obscure could have transported such an awkward mer residents earnestly believed that the
location and all materials had to arrive by object to the site. More likely, the shaft only effective means of protection was by
water. There was no railroad to Barnegat was fashioned in sections and riveted or wood-pile jetties, properly situated  to
City until the 1880's. Construction may brazed together as the tower rose. In any allow ocean currents deposit sand and
have been completed by 1858, but it is case, the 217 step spiral staircase has this build up the beach. Often these were
also possible that the lighthouse was not center pipe as a central and principal sup- built  two or three tiers abreast,  as  the
fully operational until 1859. need for strength dictated. They wereport.

All in all, the Barnegat lighthouse was also comparatively inexpensive  com-
a nineteenth century engineering monu- pared to the stone or concrete "rip-rap"

1.1-  '.. .:1/· . e.. ment. Even today it is awe inspiring. jetties usually favored by the govern-.r Sea Girt

. ,              ·                                       There is only one ungainly aspect of the     ment.
k  design. The lighthouse entrance is a "Rip-rap" protective works, involved a. . . .                      .1

r         homely two-story peak.roofed wing (sim.       bed of hay covered by a layer of stone or,
4    ilar to the Cape May tower constructed   in some cases pre-cast concrete sections

M   .     .   .                     .ilt j,1 r about the same time). with a wide base. These layers were inter-
lillie'                                                          UV' . I During the latter half of the nine- spersed with a gradual narrowing of the

6,

M r                0     teenth century, Barnegat City evolved    whole until the works were perhaps four
e

from a fishing village (largely populated feet above normal high tide. The govern-1=1

3     . . . .   +                   u by Scandinavian immigrants) to a popu-    ment favored the rip-rap constructionf ...        :
+       lar tourist location. It was served in the because of the seeming permanence of

*                   4        1880's by two seasonal hotels: the Bay- stone. Admittedly in places like the
     ' ''.  4         BARNEGAT  side Sunset Hotel to the west of the light- Great Lakes, which  were not effected  by
/=   ;'.     / . O house grounds, and the mammoth  tidal flow, the stone deposits were, no.-   ' .  e              r Oceanic Hotel located to the southwest doubt, superior. However, in turbulent.

\'' or ocean side of the inlet. tidal areas, stone piles had a tendency to
/ sink into the seabed and become ineffec-

t. .E:.'.. 45';    Tuaker Beach         '11'                                                                            tive.
In addition to the erosion of the light-

house property, 1919 marked the first
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time in this century when private proper-
ty was destroyed. Somewhat ironically,
the home of the Lutheran minister was
the first to be greedily snatched by the
hungry ocean. And it wasn't even a
beach front house.                                                                                                                                 1

Some property owners fortunately
constructed their summer cottages on a
foundation of wooden pilings and could,
with considerable difficulty, move the                  1
building to a more secure location if
threatened. But many larger buildings t .with brick foundations, like the Oceanic , r:5 - . 2-.Hotel, and the lighthouse tower and the "3 -   1           0

..

keeper's house, were at the mercy of the
-20,*1.,) S                                   *                                                                                                 .ocean and dependent upon protective .--".

.works, like jetties.                                                                                                      .                                    6--
......... - 4  -  4.-

Plans were made for two rip-rap jetties
extending from the corners of the light-
house reservation, one running northeast    Dir
toward the 1916 stone jetty, the other  f
northwest into the inlet to the bay. A   '                 4
contract for the then enormous sum of
$46,000 was eventually let and work
commenced immediately.

4  .1,    i.,However, before the work could be -0 "6 li ,completed, two large Victorian summer i7rlF. 1
H |

houses, their foundations undermined, M.IlblAI ibl     I
crashed  to  the  beach  and  were  quickly      INil1101NI1    8. ...:..6 .reduced to splints by the heavy surf. In . -        -tr.- ---

early July  of 1920  the east porches  of the .d         . 1-1.- ' .1. ..AA." " -Oceanic Hotel began to sag. Throughout

the  building  thundered  onto  the  beach,       -  -4. -7,
*Al·.3'=.*.".rt

wir-  .-4'  1-,2'. .,  -     .5144'Fy:Rmfpke*ime#L:-,   _,
Lr747 :·3·'· 2,1 ..'    .8.1-06/                 ab l..9.              4,       .- ---<9/-, .  4  -  .   41-

...  ".. 'r.:.... "/:       ..9        .e,Irl .  i. gg       61,1The screeching of rending timbers and *4*.i'*                                                              -  '46)#tplom.
shattering glass could be heard through-           + ---=-.-18*4: ..-..i ..-..  :." 1.6,0eF¥.*79:

out the community.
The only protective construction

completed by the Lighthouse Bureau dur-
ing early 1919 was to build a three foot
high concrete wall around the lighthouse
grounds. The new wall proved ineffective
as the first gale reduced the

ocean side to                                                                                           rubble.

I.
Top - The Melberne House being under-
mined by the sea.

Middle - Sections of the Oceanic Hotel
breaking away, November 1919.

1.  ,6,
Bottom - The Lighthouse Keeper's triplex;
badly undermined, with remains of the con-
crete wall which was constructed around
the  complex to protect it. March   1920.  All         r              -      -- ,« -, ' .
photos courtesy of the author. .i-              i.         I                                           - -- .0'         ..,.. --
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T/Yhe lighthouse keeper's residence their lighthouse tower, it would  be by Beach, ChiefEngineer ofthe Army Corps
I     was  already  gone,  not  by the their own local efforts and expense.  A of Engineers. The General reported favor-

1   caprices of nature, but by those of       series of bonds were issued to finance the ably stating  in his conclusion,  "For  the
man. As the local people had predicted, construction of wooden jetties near the reputation of the Lighthouse Bureau, it
within three weeks, the tides had worked lighthouse  and at strategic locations should not permit the lighthouse to be
around behind  the new curved stone along the beach. Bonded indebtedness destroyed by the elements . . ."
jetty and the first northeaster destroyed would ultimately amount to nearly Nevertheless, the Lighthouse Bureau,
the front of the concrete retaining wall. $67,000. This was a large amount for a     gave a grossly inflated cost estimate, over
Soon the ocean rollers broke just feet    community with an annual income at four times the rough figure suggested by
from the front porch. the time of just $10,000! then retired General Beach. The Depart-

Worse, the ocean now possessed the ment of Commerce, however, believed
space between the remains of the beach     T n the 1924 Congress, a bill, original- the Bureau and refused to fund  the
and the jetty. This created a small, sepa-   ly appropriating $100,000, for the preservation of the tower.

rate inlet, with vicious rip tides. In turn, Ipreservation of Barnegat lighthouse, Eventually, the U.S. Government
the calmer waters of Barnegat Bay, west was passed in a far different form. The ceded the lighthouse reservation to the
of the lighthouse, started  to  have a amount had been increased nearly five- State of New Jersey. After the land offi.
whirlpool effect, so the old structure was    fold, and was for the vague purpose of cially became New Jersey's, under the
being attacked from three sides. "establishing and improving aids to navi- state Board of Commerce and Naviga.

The Lighthouse Service advertised for gation and other works as may be specif- tion, there were further delays in finding
bids to demolish the house for salvage in ically approved by the Secretary of Com- a solution to protect the landmark. For
1920. The government sold the house for merce." fifteen years the little Borough of
salvage for $125 and it was razed and the Public and media uproar forced Secre- Barnegat City guarded its charge alone.
site cleared within twenty days. tary of Commerce Herbert Hoover to

It became apparent to the leaders of    take the matter out of the hands of the
the Borough of Barnegat City that if they Lighthouse Bureau and direct an investi-
were going to save their community, and gation by Major General Lansing  H.
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The Barnegat Light Station looking south in 1906. Note the keeper's dwelling to the right of the tower. Photo courtesy of Robert Lewis.
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T n 1927 Barnegat lighthouse  was
  reduced to a minor aid to navigation

S......1.....9/ I'll/44/Allim4-ill- ,Ibecause of the establishment of a new
lightship station "Barnegat" some eight

, "•· 7/w"=910    ·  w;   "i··.t.,-/· 1····       · ' · :·M.1',.·'··' .'...'.*...,+ , , '40/%,9         40

miles offshore. The 1st order Fresnel lens
was temporarily replaced by an acetylene painds,#*PrbEvMA         4411 , ,i  0129;em:410

-.           :. -   ,
lamp, until an electric lamp could be % lit * ..3 42   I   ™        ,    Al,.

'TH   .1.,--;.
43..·,· · ···,·, •I'li'  11•PE'..' ·; te   "             1-11...1installed. After seventy years, the mag- . , ' '   I "    ,  1                   ' . .

(- t     .'' '        ' ·  i

nificent French-made Fresnel lens was .... 9%14.      .       J : MI,/4.       . It
removed and taken to the Lighthouse .  ...'.:=      ,  3....,=t„ TITIT.....„,1:..

··, ..trll.It.W,11,·'1'·'·  xm,0 4 -O :4' ..,I ··"Bureau's 3rd District Headquarters in 3..'*Rlli .U.. .. ,                .  2,
Tomkinsville, NY on Staten Island. ".33*.:'15:'             ·..

Dreadful weather throughout 1933 -        .2.0, t  /1 1 '
244.#,W''   .0·.. :.; ,  ,·

, Affi . H;'-     ,put the lighthouse in the gravest peril of 2.6.*Mmis...''  .ijaw11:1'....               '.           ..'...any time to date. At one point the west-
R.04,%71*,11:i A,Z ·   ·                   ··

ern edge of the tower foundation was but
111./,i, I.'3 tli.,t  .1    .             I

.....   ..-          ."I.... .  '..;  'ltwo feet away from high tide. All during  7·9   '  ··...··.,· ··..
...,1, W.... , ,· 4·,·I·   "         

                        
           ·.'..:-i'. 1the winter there had been one heavy

 ':ill•    · '      .       ·4&4/: ·i,
northeastern gale after another. Hurri-
canes came in August and for the first

„'• t
1,   4        .....  ...'4/1 t.'.i'... .. . . ,           .time did serious damage to the already                                 ...... ·„   . .,.,...

11/
#4.11  '.1,...

eroded beach. ...
1

1 1 1   11          I

,                 .1   .,  ,  ,    ''... I  'd ...'.1,1appeal for concrete rubble and scrap                                                                               · ·        · ·
automobiles to be dumped into the

. I -1

chasm in an effort to deflect the strong
riptides that were cutting away the bank.
Again, as over a decade earlier, donated
material exceeded the borough's ability
to arrange for hauling the material to the
site. Local fisherment, wealthy summer 01' Barney just prior to an extensive overhaul. Photo by Life Member Jean DeSchriver.
residents and even some of the hordes of
visitors pitched in to do the work under heavy steel rings placed  in the excava- the enormous waves and high tides. Only
Butler's direction. Often they labored    tion. One of the rings was Closer to the    to the west did the rip tides work around
from early morning until dark spreading tower foundation and deeper than the the protective works and, had the gale
brush matting; dozens ofthem working in other.   The  ends  of both rings were continued,  threaten to place the light-
unison dragging a derelict automobile attached securely to the lighthouse base house on a separate tiny island. Over the
over the edge, only to repeat the agoniz-    and the rings were reinforced by heavy years ahead it proved no single remedy
ing process of manhandling each into the       iron rods, creating a stiff framework. would  work indefinitely. Perhaps,  if pro-
most effective position. Next a three foot thick, twenty foot deep tective steps had been taken sooner a

At last, in 1934, an emergency alloca- curtain of concrete was poured over and more lasting solution might have been
tion of $12,000 was appropriated  by the      around the metal structure. Finally, a 175 achieved.
Board of Commerce and Navigation.     foot band of semicircular sheet steel pil- Barnegat lighthouse still stands today
This was augmented by a grant of $3,000 ing, twenty feet out from the lighthouse      and  is a monument  not  just  to  the  far-
by Ocean County.  The  firm of Jesse      base, was driven to a depth of thirty feet. sighted builders of 1858, but also to the
Howland and Sons of Sea Bright was   Sand was placed over this creating a brave men and women who have put
awarded the contract for $14,483. fortress twenty feet above high tide. themselves on the line to preserve a
Inclement weather delayed the project, On November  16  and  17, 1934, there national treasure. Man can sometimes
which was modest in cost considering it    was a devastating northeastern storm.    make a difference when he confronts
was to be the strongest protection for the      None of the natives, even the very oldest nature, but he should be gentle and judi-
site. In fact, to this day it is possible to see       of them, could remember weather of such cious  in his efforts. After  all,  I'd  be  the
the upper lip of the steel rig surrounding     fury or causing  so much damage. The first one to acknowledge that there was a
Old Barney. storm did extensive damage to the bay glistening sandy beach and a sparkling

The plans specified that the sand be front communities. blue-green ocean eons before there was a
excavated to a depth of twenty feet up to The new protection for the Barnegat     red and white lighthouse tower called 01'
the very foundation of the tower and tWO lighthouse  held  and was undamaged by Barney.
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